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Voracious readers already know that rom-coms and romance novels are back in a big way. But with all the sweet, swoon-worthy and decidedly steamy books hitting shelves, it can be almost impossible to figure out which ones to read next. I'm covering you with this list of the best new romantic novels to make your decision a lot easier.
Continue checking again for updates to this list throughout the year. Romantic novels have always been a mainstay in publishing, but it is only within the last two years that style has come to the most influential main prominence, thanks in large part to the push for more different romances from authors of color and readers alike. From the
resurgence of rom-coms like all the boys I've loved before and always maybe me on screens both big and small, to bookstore shelves stacked with writers like Jasmine Guillory, Helen Hoang, and Christina Lauren, romance lovers have so many choices right now. Only in 2019, readers have fallen for Casey McQuiston's queer royal rom-
com Red, White &amp; Royal Blue, Alisha Rai's The Right Swipe, a relatable look at the world of online dating, and No Crises, the latest from the iconic romance writer, Meg Cabot. Read more about the best romance novels out now: Take a Life, Chloe Brown by Talia Hibbert (November 5) After a near-death experience, chronic sick
Chloe Brown has come up with a bucket list to help her Get a Life. Moving out of her family's mansion is the first step, but the next items on her list will need some help. And Red Morgan, the tattoo artist in her building, may be the best person to turn to for help. Click here to buy. We were met in December by Rosie Curtis (November 5)
Jess just moved into a Notting Hill house-share with four strangers, including Alex, the guy on her floor. When they meet at a dinner party on Christmas Eve, Jess thinks their relationship is clear. But when Jess returns from a two-week vacation, she discovers that Alex has started dating someone else - Emma, who lives on the floor above
them. Click here to buy. The Bromance Book Club by Lyssa Kay Adams (November 5) Gavin is upset when he discovers that his wife has always faked her in bed. It's the last straw in their already strained relationship, and it looks like they're headed for divorce. But Gavin is determined to save his marriage, and turns to an unlikely source
for help: an all-male romantic book club. Click here to buy. Twice in a Blue Moon by Christina The first time Tate Jones, the lost daughter of a world-renowned actor, ever revealed her true identity to someone, had broken her heart. Sam Brandis, the boy who fell in love on a whirlwind trip to London, sold her, and her world was destroyed.
Fourteen years later, she meets Sam again on the set of her new film. And Tate has to wonder if once in a lifetime love can come around here to buy. Christmas Shopaholic by Sophie Kinsella (October 17)Sophie Kinsella Becky Brandon's beloved heroine returns in festive form for her ninth novel. Becky loves Christmas, and is looking
forward to spending it with her family. But when her parents announce a move from her childhood home, she will have to host the holiday for the first time. Soon, it becomes clear that chaos may reign over the comfort and joy of this year. Click here to buy. Royal Holiday by Jasmine Guillory (October 1) When Vivian Forest gets the chance
to tag along with her daughter Maddie's work trip to England, she is thrilled to take in the wonderful British attractions. But she doesn't expect to be immediately attracted to Malcolm Hudson, the Queen's private secretary. Flirting teasing snowballs in a full-on fling, but the clock ticks on their holiday romance. (Yes, this is inspired by
Meghan Markle's mom, Doria Ragland.) Click here to buy. 10 Blind Dates by Ashley Elston (October 1) After Sophie's boyfriend, Griffin, breaks up with her, she leaves her grandparents' house for the holidays. There, her family decides to set her up on a series of blind dates. But when Griffin begs for a second chance, Sophie has to make
a tough decision. Because he might have feelings for someone else. Click here to buy. No decisions from Meg Cabot (September 24) A huge hurricane has cut off all power to Little Bridge Island - as well as its connection to the mainland - but Bree isn't worried. In the beginning. It's only when she decides to save as many of the island's
cats and dogs as she can that she realizes she needs help - and she has no choice but to accept it from her boss's mysterious nephew, Drew.Click here to buy. A match made in Mehendi by Nandini Bajpai (September 10) Simi Sangha comes from a long line of Indian matchmakers, and her family is convinced she has the 'gift'. So, Simi
creates a matchy app in an effort to improve her popularity, and helps connect her resident high school wallflower with the star of the boys' soccer team. But along the way, she turns her school's social hierarchy upside down. Click here to buy. Don't Forget About Me by Mhairi McFarlane (September 10) Georgia was fired and caught her
boyfriend cheating on the same night. So when she's offered a job as a bartender in a new pub, she grabs onto it right away - but doesn't know the pub is run by Lucas, her first love. Meeting Lucas again throws Georgina's whole life off balance once again... and brings dark secret from her past on the surface. Click here to buy. Well Met
with Jen DeLuca (September 3) When Emily is re-settled in Willow Creek, Maryland, for the summer to help her sister recover from an accident, she also gets tied up in volunteering for the local Faire Renaissance alongside her teenage niece - and Simon, the annoying and impossible-to-ignore teacher responsible for volunteers. Click the
button to buy. The Swipe Right by Alisha Rai (August 6) Rhiannon, the canine creator of one of the most popular dating apps in the world, thinks she has gotten over the ghost from former NFL player Samson, until they unexpectedly meet again as business competitors. When they collaborate on an ad, old feelings begin to appear, and
they have to decide whether taking a chance on love is worth the risk. Click here to buy. Evvie Drake starts over Linda Holmes (June 25) Recently widowed Evvie Drake struggling with her husband's death, and hiding his past abusive behavior from his family and friends. In New York, Dean Tenney, a former MLB pitcher, suddenly can't
throw straight anymore, and can't understand why. When Dean moves into an apartment at the back of Evvie's house, what begins as an unexpected friendship soon turns into something more. Click here to buy. Tell me how you really feel by Aminah Mae Safi (June 11) Sana Khan is a cheerleader and a straight-A student, the classic
overachiever determined to win. Rachel Recht is a wannabe director who is obsessed with movies and ready to make her own masterpiece. A misunderstanding between San and Rachel has led to years of shared hostility. But when they are forced to collaborate on a film project, they learn that nothing between them is quite as it seems.
Click here to buy. Natalie Tan's Book of Fortune and Fortune by Roselle Lim (June 11) Following the death of her agoraphobic mother, Natalie Tan returns home to San Francisco's Chinatown for the first time in years, shocked to discover that she has inherited the family's old restaurant. With the once vibrant neighborhood fading, Natalie
reconnects with the old neighbors. Now armed with a little magic, and a budding romance, she's determined to save the neighborhood through her grandmother's old recipes. Click here to buy. Ayesha at Last by Uzma Jalaluddin (June 4)In this reboot of Pride &amp; Prejudice, the independent Ayesha falls in love with the traditional Khalid,
despite their many differences. But when he hears some annoying gossip about his family, he begins to explore the issues of faith, love and family, he has to deal with what he discovers about Khalid - and the truth she realizes about herself. Click here to buy. The Flatshare by Beth O'Leary (May 28) When Tiffy has to move out of her ex-
boyfriend's seat quickly, she moves into an apartment with Leon. They share one bedroom, and the bed, but have never really met: Tiffy has her apartment Leon during the day. But as they get to know each other via email and post-it notes, they discover that if you want the perfect roommate, you need to throw the rulebook out the
window. Click here to buy. Christina Lauren's Unhoneymooners (May 14)When the whole wedding party gets food poisoning, Olive (sister of the bride) and Ethan (brother of the groom) are the only two left unscathed. Now there's a paid honeymoon for all expenses. Costs. For the grabs, they both want to take it. The only problem? They
hate each other. But when they put aside their feelings for a chance in heaven, they find out they don't mind playing newlyweds at all. Click here to buy. Red, White &amp; Royal Blue by Casey McQuiston (May 14)When newspapers capture a public altercation between America's First Son, Alex Claremont-Diaz and Prince Henry of Wales,
the two are forced into a friendship for the cameras. But what begins as a publicity stunt soon becomes something more, and Alex and Henry will have to face the politics of the two countries, the expectations of both families, and their own fears in order to make history. Click here to buy. Unsplash/Graphic by Cristina Cianci Sometimes we
all have to break our routines with a romantic date of the fantasy variety. Whether you're in a relationship or looking for love, there's nothing quite like a love story to make your stomach flutter and set your heart on fire. Or maybe you're more of a holiday cynic and would rather curl up with a page-turner full of passion, heartbreak, and
tragedy rather than fairytale romance. Since we happen to appreciate both kinds of novels, as long as the stories are fascinating and the language beautiful, we created a list featuring all kinds of romantic books. From the advent of age-old masterpieces like Call Me by Your Name (my favorite staff) to the rock 'n' roll memoir Just Kids by
the legendary artist, Patti Smith (I highly recommend the audiobook), there is something for everyone and every romantic idea. Here are our picks for the best 20 romance novels to read now. 01 of 20 André Aciman Call Me By Your Name $17 $14 Shop In André Aciman's novel, Call Me by Your Name, you'll be taken to a fantastically
romantic seaside town on the Italian coast to see a coming-of-age story about self-discovery, sexuality, and first love. Whether or not you've seen the customization on the screen, it's definitely worth reading. I actually read the book after the movie because it touched me so much that I wanted to know everything Elio (the main character)
was thinking about. I read it in two days, and now I know what the sequel will be. Shh... 02 of 20 Laurie Weeks Zippermouth $15 $2 Shop This exciting, fresh novel will show you what it's like to live life on the edge. Although on the surface it's a book about a woman's spiral into drug abuse and mental illness while experiencing unrequited
love, it's so much more than that. Our narrator is bitingly insightful, laugh-out-loudly hilarious, and from relative desires the rest of us will not say out loud. 03 of 20 Kazup Ishiguro Never let me go $16 $10 Shop For anyone who loves science fiction but also wants to read a love story, Never Let Me Go should be next on your reading list.
They join three prep-school children with a complicated relationship as they reveal terrifying secrets about her of their existence. 04 of 20 Danzy Senna Young People $16 $5 Shop As the main characters-a couple of their favorite college-wedding plan, they are also the subject of a documentary about young people... in other words,
couples in interracial relationships. While things start wonderfully, their relationship encounters new obstacles and fantasies with heartbreaking consequences. This will cause you to think about your own assumptions about race, love and commitment. 05 of 20 Junot Diaz This is how you lose her $16 $13 store in this is how you lose her,
Junot Díaz will face you with the power of love, both good and bad. It features a range of relationships, from casual dates to teenage romances, secret affairs, and doomed long-term relationships around the world, which revolve around a man. 06 of 20 Tennessee Williams Cat on a hot tin roof $8 Shop Everything about this scenario is hot:
the setting, the characters, the plot, and even the language (even reading the title aloud makes you press your tongue). And not always in an encouraging way. Indeed, cat on a hot tin roof is stirring with such intense passion that it becomes a tinderbox. And after reading it, check out the version of the film, starring Elizabeth Taylor and
Paul Newman (the ultimate Hollywood couple). 07 by 20 James Baldwin Giovanni's Room $14 $12 Shop Giovanni's Room explores the many aspects of an identity, while it's also fully entertaining. For a compelling narrative that incorporates romance, sexuality and murder, read Giovanni's Room. It's a coming-of-age story told by David, an
American expat who lives in Paris as he navigates his new life abroad. David's musings on the meaning and value of the house are unforgettable. And what better scene than the Paris of the Middle Ages? 08 of 20 Emily Bronte Wuthering Heights $8$6 Store If you haven't had the intimate pleasure of browsing Wuthering Heights, we urge
you to read this classic stat. After just the front pages, we guarantee you'll immerse yourself in this passionate but tortured story about Catherine Earnshaw and the conundrum of her love triangle. Not one to marry under her station, she relinquishes her intense love for gypsy Heathcliff to meet the expectations of her class by choosing the
well-bred Edgar Linton instead. Wuthering Heights is recognized as one of the greatest novels in English literature for a reason: It's intense, and not enough, but you won't be able to put it down. 09 of 20 Patti Smith Just Kids $17 $11 Shop This may not be the most conventional love story, but Just Kids is definitely overflowing with it all
sparks, butterflies, and adventure you'd expect from a modern romance. In her first book, Patti Smith details the story of her love and friendship with legendary American artist and photographer Robert Mapplethorpe. This is not only an intimate story of two lovers, but also New York's first-hand account in the late 60s and 70s, when all the
cool cats, musicians, and artists hung out at the Chelsea Hotel. 10 of the 20 Rainbow Rowell Eleanor &amp; Park $11 Shop John Green said it best when he reviewed this book for The New York Times: Eleanor &amp; Park reminded me not only what it's like to be young and in love with a girl, but also what it's like to be young and in love
with a book. Get ready to fall in love. Eleanor &amp; Park reminded me not only what it's like to be young and in love with a girl, but also what it's like to be young and in love with a book. 11 of Audrey Niffenegger's 20 The Time Traveler's Wife $15 $8 Shop If you want a book to take you to another place and time, that's the story. This
clever story is about a beautiful librarian, Henry de Tamble, and the artist's wife, Clare Abshire. Henry suffers from time-shifting disorder, which causes him to bounce back and forth from one moment to the next. Despite the constant back and forth throughout the year, the couple's passionate love affair remains constant. This beautiful but
unconventional story is fascinating and powerful. You won't want to put it down. 12 of Diana Gabaldon Outlander's 20 $10 Shop This best seller New York Times is now a popular TV series thanks to its rich, fascinating history. The hearts of millions of readers around the world have been captured by the book and its curious characters,
Claire Beauchamp Randall and Jamie Fraser. This is the ultimate escape, combining history, adventure and romance all into a spectacular story. Are you ready to lose your heart to a book? That's definitely going to take your breath away. 13 of Nicholas Spark's 20 The Notebook $8 Shop This book really needs no introduction: We bet
most of you reading it have already seen the film, but the novel was a New York Times best seller long before Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams made a household name. It will make you laugh and cry a river, but the enduring love story is worth the emotional roller coaster. This story proves that the power of love can create miracles,
and is fascinating all the way up to the last page. 14 of 20 Jojo Moyes Me Before You $16 $11 Shop This is a modern love story for two people who shouldn't be working because they have nothing in common, but still somehow it's just right. If you are looking for a romantic novel that speaks to this generation, I before you are our choice.
This story shows how love can flourish in the most unexpected places, despite difficulties and adversity. 15 of 20 Jane Austen Pride Prejudice $9 Shop It's hard to believe that this book was first published in 1813, but it is still just as relevant and adored by readers today as it was then. This love story continues to be at the top of the most
beloved book catalogs and has sold over 20 million copies worldwide. This fascinating masterpiece depicts the complicated love story between Elizabeth Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy, but it's also an incredible story of status, wealth, piety, and gender, in a world where men who hold power and women have recanted their social hierarchy. 16 of
Charles Dickens's 20 Great Expectations $11$8 Shop This should be one of the most poignantly beautiful novels ever written. It's full of complex characters associated with mutual grief (and in some cases hate, whether that's for others or themselves). The film adaptation with Gwyneth Paltrow and Ethan Hawke is also incredibly touching,
with an emotionally charged Miss Havisham played by the inimitive Anne Bancroft. 17 of 20 Gabriel Garcia Márquez Love in the Age of Cholera $16 $11 Shop Not only is it a Nobel Prize, but it is also listed in Oprah's book club; If that doesn't convince you to take this book, we don't know what it's going to do. Oh, in fact, on second
thought, we have: the love story. This book chronicles two young people who fall in love with passion, but when he marries for money, he is left devastated. The romance persists, and he keeps his heart on her, attending the funeral of her late husband of 50 years, nine months, and four days later. How long would you wait for love? 18 of
20 Brit Bennett Mothers $16 $11 Shop It's hard to believe that this bittersweet novel about love and a coming-of-age relationship is the debut of author Brit Bennett. The New York Times best seller begins with a secret. It details the story of a teenage romance that leads to pregnancy and the subsequent cover-up that will shape their lives
forever. 19 of Helen Hoang's 20 The Kiss Quotient $15 $9 Shop The main appeal of reading is escape and the opportunity to experience empathy and understanding for a life beyond your own. This fascinating book does just that. Stella Lane has asperger's and sees the world through mathematical equations, but eventually discovers that
love cannot be explained or predicted. There's no logic, no matter how smart your algorithms are. 20 of Jill Santopolo's 20 The Light We Lost $16 $9 Shop This Best Seller New York Times and Reese Witherspoon Book Club pick had our assistant editor Christie Calucchia sobbing on a recent plane ride home this year. But don't let this
deter you: This is a fascinating read from start to finish and reminds us how first love is always the most impressive. Impactful.
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